ONE KING TO LOOT THEM ALL
PLAYER PRIMER

Action Commands:
- REGARD: scrutinize with suspicion or interest (e.g. regard mirror)
- LOOT: forcefully take the contents of (e.g. loot altar)
- SMITE: strike with powerful force (e.g. smite demon)
- TREAT WITH: negotiate peacefully (e.g. treat guard)
- SEIZE: Forcefully take (e.g. seize axe)
- PRESENT: offer willingly (e.g. present ring)
- MARCH: travel (e.g. march north)

Meta Commands:
- HINT: a whisper of direction at a price - a bounty of pride
- UNDO: reverse the flow of time to a moment just passed
- QUIT: sheathe your blade and rest your battle-weary soul
- SAVE: preserve the essence of your adventure
- RESTORE: recall the essence of your preserved adventure
- RESTART: abandon your path and make a fresh beginning
- ABOUT: reveal the very essence of this realm
- STORY MODE (ON): reveal your thread of fate
- STORY MODE OFF: conceal your thread of fate

Notes:
Action Commands should be followed by a noun
(exception: REGARD without a noun shows the room)
Standard commands (look, take, etc.) are also available
This includes standard abbreviations (like x, i, etc.)